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The following doubts regarding admissibility of LTC claim on account of air

travei to NER/I&K against all India LTC availed by a Government servant (being non

entifled to travel OV nir) whose HQrs. Office and home town is the same was taken

up with DoP&T for clarification:-

(i) Whether an individual who is not entitleci io Home Town Concession (due

to his Hers and hometown being same) can convert his All lndia LTC to

visit NEVI&K, and,
(ii) Whether'he will be allowed to travel by air to NER/I&K on conversion of

his All india LTC (being non-entitled to travel by air) or not, in terms of

the guidelines laid down in GoI, DoP&T OM No. 31O1"t/4/2007-Esfc(A)
dateJ 02.05.2008 and OM No. 3L0tl/2/2003-Estt'(A-IV) dated

18.06.2010.

Z. The Dop&T has clarified vide its OM No. 3tOtL/8/2010-Estt.(A) dated 21't

December 2011 that "a Government employee can avait All India LTC to visit J&K by

air and those who are not entitled to travel by air may be allawed to travel by air to
a city in the J&K from Delhi or Amritsar. And journey upto Delhi/Amritsar will have to

be taken as per their entitlement"'
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